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Hello 

to a select range of woodworking tools - crafted with care & 

attention making your woodworking experience pleasurable & 

memorable. Each product has been carefully designed to make it 

easy to use & ergonomic in handling. Strict process control, selection 

of right raw materials & controlled manufacturing ensure a perfect 

product everytime - that will last you a lifetime. We invit you to 

browse the catalogue & find the products you need.

& Welcome

Whilst every effort 
has been made to 
ensure accuracy of 
information given 
in this catalogue at 
the time of going to 
print, Dec 2012, our 
policy of continyous 
improvement 
determines the 
right to change 
specifications without 
notice. Customers 
must ensure tha toods 
are suitable for the 
purpose intended

Groz is a socially & 
environmentally resposible 
company. 

We are committed to 
minimizing the impact 
of our operations on the 
environment via a programme 
of continous improvement - 
The Environmental Management 
System  ISO 14001

tools 
to trust
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Matrix Management Inc.
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calipers & dividers

Inside Caliper in use to 

measure the internal diameter
Outside Caliper being used to 

inspect the external diameter

Amongst the finest Calipers & Dividers; these are a favorite with 
the discerning craftsmen. Primarily used for checking & transferring 
measurements, these are made from high grade steel with legs machined 
to a smooth taper, in attractive black powder coated finish. Dividers have 
hardened points allowing them to be used as a compass to score wood & 
soft metal. These can be adjusted using the knurled thumbscrew. Truly, 
every woodworker’s delight, these are available as individual’s or as a set

DETAILS
01463 8” Inside Caliper

01473 8” Outside Caliper

01483 8” Spring Divider

01493 Set of 1 each: 8” Spring 
Divider, 8” Inside Caliper & 
8” Outside Caliper



01493

01463 01473 01483
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compass
These heavy duty wing compasses 
feature a holder which will 
accomodate a full length pencil. 
Rugged & robust construction 
from heavy gauge steel makes 
them ideal for marking on stock 
in wood turning. The wing & 
locking nut mechanism makes for 
easy adjustment & prevents the 
dividers from spreading during use.

SIZE SCRIBING 
CAPACITY

01550 6” 8”
01551 8” 10.1/2”
01554 16” 22”

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

square

An extremely useful 
tool, this square will 
locate the centre of 
any square, round or 
irregular object upto 
3” in diameter. The 
stock is a 90º V to 
accomodate square 
pieces & has a large 
face that hooks on 
to the wood & so 
won’t slip

SIZE
03522 3”






LENGTH WIDTH THICKNESS FLATNESS 
OF EDGES

PARALLELISM 
OF FACES

02520 24” 1-13/32” 5/16” 0.00067” 0.0013”

edge



Top quality straight edges, these 
are made from hardened steel and 
ground on all surfaces. Mainly used for 
checking the straightness of lengths 
of timber, machine tables, plane 
soles etc. these can also be used for 
aligning table saws & cutting thin 
materials such as card & veneer

Being used 
to check 
straightness of 
workpiece

Being used 
to extend 
the reach 
of a steel 
square

Manufactured from Stainless 

Steel, th
ese rules have milled 

edges, polished finish with 

permanently engraved clear 

to read graduations. Rules 

are graduated in metric & 

imperial dimensions. Im
perial 

dimensions are in 1/16th, 

1/32nd & 1/64ths. M
etric 

dimensions are in 0.5mm 

& 1mm. Reverse side has a 

series of coversion tables 

covering imperial to metric, 

tap & drill a
nd thread 

conversions.

rules

LENGTH

01330
6”

01331
12”

01333
24”

01334
40”
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squares

Steel Squares are ideal for setting & checking woodworker’s 
machinery parts, blades, router, meter gauges etc. Blades are 
manufactured from hardened spring steel. Both stock & blade 
are precision ground to ensure straightness & parallelism. The 
6” blade length is especially useful for laying out joints (inside & 
outside) and for marking tenons & dovetails

BLADE LENGTH
(From inner 

edge of stock 
to end of blade)

STOCK LENGTH
(From edge of stock 

to outer edge 
of blade)

ACCURACY FOR 
INTERNAL 

& EXTERNAL 
SQUARENESS

01000 2” 2” 0.00063”

01002 4” 3” 0.00063”

01003 6” 4” 0.00063”

01012 Set contains one each of 2”, 4” & 6” Squares
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An ideal saw for the discerning craftsman and DIY enthusiast, the Coping 
Saw is useful for cutting intricate shapes in wood. Blade can be turned to cut 
at any angle, correct tension being applied by turning the handle. Rigid and 
well balanced frame comes in premium chrome plated finish. Well designed 
wooden handle provides comfortable grip. The saw comes complete with a 
well set coping saw blade

saw frame

saw frame

Blades can be 
turned to cut 
at any angle

Depth of
bow (h)

Overall length (L)

Height
(H)

OVERALL 
LENGTH (L) HEIGHT(H) DEPTH OF 

BOW (h)
30221 12.3/4” 5.7/16” 5”

OVERALL 
LENGTH (L) HEIGHT(H) DEPTH OF 

BOW (h)
30222 12” 12” 11.3/8”
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Robust clamps designed for applications that require extra resilience 
under extreme pressure. The “T” section bar is made from special 
drawn steel with a section of 1” x 1.5/8” which offers larger 
resistance to bending. Premium quality malleable iron slide & head are 
precision machined to glide along the bar for effortless set-up. The 
jaws feature a slight taper which gives perfectly parallel clamping. The 
slide can be located anywhere on the T bar using the locating holes 
drilled at regular intervals along the bar. A large, solid steel pin keeps 
the slide firmly in position & will not bend or distort under pressure. 
Virtually unbreakable, the slide and head have a durable powder 
coated finish & the head features a solid steel, precision cut rolled 
ACME screw thread. The screw gives smooth & rapid clamping action 
and the large handle gives leverage to achieve maximum pressure with 
minimum effort.

clamps

BAR LENGTH CLAMPING CAPACITY
39100 36” 30”
39101 48” 42”
39102 60” 54”

THROAT DEPTH: 
1.7/8”

WIDTH OF 
CLAMP FACE:

2.1/8”





clamps

BAR LENGTH EXTERNAL CAPACITY
39132 36” 30”
39133 42” 36”

Internal 
Clamping

External
Clamping

1/2”

Throat Depth: 
2.1/8”

Width Of 
Clamp Face:
1.3/16”

Incorporating advanced features to the traditional Sash Clamps, the 
DUOBAR is truly every woodworker’s delight. 

Rigid & robust premium quality malleable iron head & slide can be 
reversed on the bar allowing both internal as well as external clamping. 
Internal clamping is especially useful for holding window or door frames 
in position, holding partitions in construction etc.  Bars made from 
drawn steel with a section of 1.1/4” x 1/4” are furnished with equally 
spaced holes along the entire length. Large, solid pin allows the head 
& slide to be adjusted at any desired position along the bar. The screw 
has rolled ACME threads which run very smoothly in use. The large 
handle offers great leverage allowing the clamp to achieve maximum 
pressure with minimum effort.



Duo Bar used for internal clamping



A compact and convenient vise suitable for a variety 
of DIY applications. Unique design additionally allows 
it to be used as a Pen Press. Made from cast iron, 
the body and sliding jaw are aligned with two steel 
guide rods and the main screw for smooth action. 
Polypropylene jaws impart a soft yet firm grip. Under 
pressure these jaws deform around the work piece 
and return to their original shape when the work is 
removed. Jaw capacity can be doubled from 3.1/2” 
to 7” by removing the sliding jaw and placing it at 
the back of the body-making the vise reversible. With 
a 360° swivel base this is amongst the most versatile 
and convenient work holding tools

vise

REVERSIBLE 
VISE

Pipe jaws for 
holding pipes 
upto 7/8"

JAW 
WIDTH

JAW 
OPENING

THROAT 
DEPTH

PIPE JAW 
CAPACITY

35530 3.1/2”
3.1/2” 

(7” when 
reversed)

1.1/2” 7/8”

1. Slide out the Jaws 2. Remove Main Screws 3. Reverse Vise and engage Main 
Screws

4. Insert jaws again to increase jaw 
capacity from 3.1/2” to 7”



for work benches

woodworking vise

JAW WIDTH JAW OPENING
39020 7” 8.3/4”

Manufactured from close-grained grey cast iron for long trouble 
free service, these have accurately machined housings which 
assure a smooth sliding movement. Accurately fitted solid steel 
guide rods reduce wear and tear giving the vises a smooth and 
true parallel action, free of side or cross deflection. Vise jaws 
are equipped with a “TOE – IN” feature. When fully closed, the 
jaws meet only at the top to provide even clamping on the 
whole depth of the work piece. Square body seating provides 
easy fitment under the bench top so that jaws are flush with 
the bench top.

The steel main screw has 
Buttress threads for smooth, accurate and 

responsive adjustment. Body and sliding jaw have 
provision for attaching wooden liners to protect 

the vise, the work piece and working tools.

JAW WIDTH JAW OPENING NET WT.
39001 7” 8” 16 lbs.TOE - IN FEATURE



woodworking vise

A useful, lightweight vise for the young 
woodworker or home handyman, yet robust 
enough for professional use. The design 
allows for two clamping options:

a) Permanent clamping on the workbench 
via clamping slots in the vise.
b) Additional clamping option via the 
2.5/32” integrated clamp. This allows the 
vise to be conveniently clamped to any 
work surface. 

Body and front plates are made from close 
grained cast iron. Body and Sliding jaw 
have provision for attaching wooden liners 
to protect the vise, the work piece and 
working tools. Vise jaws are equipped with 
a “TOE – IN” feature. When fully closed, 
the jaws meet only at the top to provide 
consistent clamping on the whole depth of 
the work piece. 

JAW WIDTH JAW OPENING NET WT.
39006 6” 4.1/2” 6 lbs.

TOE - IN FEATURE

Additional clamping 
option via 2.5/32"

integrated clamp



woodworking vise

Quick 
Release 
Trigger

Vises are equipped 
with an adjustable 
front dog

JAW 
WIDTH

JAW 
OPENING

NET 
WT.

39007 7” 8” 18 lbs.
39009 9” 13.1/2” 34 lbs.
39014 10.1/2” 16” 37 lbs.

Vise jaws are equipped with a “TOE-IN”

TOE - IN FEATURE



Amongst the best 
designed vises by 
Groz, this one’s really 
brilliant. The vise 
has a rapid action 
mechanism which is 
unique and different 
from the conventional 

quick release mechanism. To tighten the vise, 
turn the handle clockwise. As soon as the 
handle is turned anticlockwise, the screw is 
disengaged and the front jaw slides freely. No 
springs, levers or bars. A very useful feature 
in repetitive work situations for holding 
different size pieces.

Manufactured from close grained grey cast 
iron, these robust vises have accurately 
machined housings for smooth sliding 
movement and true parallel action free of side 
or cross movement.
 

woodworking vises

TOE - IN FEATURE

Rapid release 
via counter 
clockwise 
rotation 

Vise jaws are equipped with a “TOE–IN” 
feature When fully closed, the jaws 
meet only at the top to provide even 
clamping on the whole depth of the 
work piece. The steel main screw has 
buttress threads for smooth, accurate 
and responsive adjustment. Body and 
sliding jaw have provision for attaching 
wooden liners to protect the vise, work 
piece and working tools

JAW 
WIDTH

JAW 
OPENING

NET 
WT.

39011 7” 8” 16 lbs.
39012 9” 13” 30 lbs.



center
Revolving Centers are especially useful for spindle 
turning as they revolve with the work piece without 
boring into it like a dead center. This reduces the need 
to constantly tighten the work pieces. 
Premium quality sealed bearings provide smooth 
rotation not affected by dust or debris. Precision 
machined 60° point is sharp & offers a positive grip on 
the work piece. These are ideal for supporting work of 
all sizes from pen mandrels to larger diameter spindles

A handy pocket caliper, made from solid brass. Close tolerance dovetail design ensures 
smooth motion of the caliper and provides accurate measurements. Graduated in both 
imperial and metric graduations with a least count of 1/16” on the imperial scale and 0.1 
mm on the metric scale, these are ideal for use by woodworkers, hobby crafters etc. who 
need to take measurements on small objects such as nails, screws, lenses, tubing etc.

Can be used for making both internal and external measurements. External measurements 
can be made from 0 - 4” whereas internal measurements can be made from 7/32” to 4”

caliper

MEASURING
RANGE

01304
Outside: 
0 to 4”
Inside: 

7/32” to 4”

MORSE 
TAPER

OVERALL
LENGTH

DIAMETER 
OF POINT

BODY 
DIAMETER

11011 MT2 6” 13/16” 2”



Nail Punches are designed for 

driving nail heads below the surface 

of wood. The working end is cupped 

to follow the nail head without 

sliding off. These can also be 

used to remove nails that have an 

exposed point. 

Manufactured from selected carbon 

steel, accurately hardened and 

tempered, these punches have 

clean-cut knurled round shank 

providing a positive non-slip grip. 

The striking end is chamfered to 

prevent breakage. 

punches

A double ended scriber combining 

a needle point and a chisel end, 

it is used for marking on a wide 

variety of materials such as wood, 

metal, plastics etc.

LENGTH

03217 6-3/4”

25366
A set of 3 Nail Punches in sizes 

1/32”, 1/16” & 3/32”

Nail Punche being 

used to drive the 

nail head below the 

surface of wood
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